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Table 1: List of Abbreviations
Term / Abbreviation
API
BSN
SSN
SSH
BLE
BLE Node
SPINAL
BSN_SPI
SPI
MISO
MOSI
SCLK
SCS
GND
TX
RX
IMU
RTOS
Zephyr
PPE
ms
Mbps
wrt
CRC
AXI

Definition
Application Programming Interface
Body Sensor Network
Smart Sensor Node
Smart Sensor Hub
Bluetooth Low Energy
Smart Sensor Node with a BLE-MCU host
SPI Network Application Layer
Body Sensor Network communication over SPI
Serial peripheral Interface protocol on physical layer
SPI data signal - Master in - Slave out
SPI data signal - Master out - Slave in
SPI Clock Signal for synchronous data transfer
SPI Chip Select
Ground Signal
Transmit line
Receive line
Inertial Motion Sensor
Real Time Operating system
Open source RTOS initiated from the Linux foundation
Personal Protective Equipment
miliseconds
Megabits per second
With respect to
cyclic redundancy check
Advanced Extensible Interface
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 PURPOSE OF THE DOCUMENT
This deliverable presents the concepts, specification and implementation details of the BIONIC BSN
network layer. It will outline how nodes communicate in the network, how the network master
acquires data, addresses and controls the nodes and the synchronization is achieved.
The BIONIC BSN is a point-to-point network between smart sensor nodes, controlled by a network
master.
The technical foundation of the new generation BSN network layer consists of two methods of a
network implementation, both implemented on a full duplex SPI physical layer:
•
•

SPINAL BSN_SPI -

SPI based network application layer – multi-threaded RTOS method
Time division multiplexing method

For the BIONIC system, the smart sensor node requirements in regards of sensor application and
communication will be defined by the end user requirements (D1.1), the medical requirements
(D1.3), the definition of kinetics, physiological and environmental sensors (D2.1) and the overall
system architecture and technical specification (D1.5).

1.2 STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT
This document is structured as follows:
Chapter 2: Requirements of BSN network communication
Chapter 3: SPINAL Communication Protocol
Chapter 4: BSN_SPI Communication Protocol
Chapter 5: Communication of the Application Hub with the BSN
Chapter 6: Validation of network application layer on a BSN sub system
Chapter 7: Conclusion

The SPINAL software is checked into a repository in GitLab:
https://git.opendfki.de/bionic/h2020/zephyr/spinal/-/tree/master

1.3 BIONIC SYSTEM DEFINITION
BIONIC is a holistic, unobtrusive, autonomous and privacy preserving platform for real-time risk
alerting and continuous persuasive coaching, enabling the design of workplace interventions adapted
to the needs and fitness levels of specific ageing workforce. Gamification strategies adapted to the
7

needs and wishes of the elderly workers will ensure optimal engagement for prevention and selfmanagement of musculoskeletal health in any working/living environment. BIONIC will integrate
sensor modules in multi-purpose, configurable Body Sensor Networks (BSNs) introducing key
enablers of user acceptance based on value, comfort, confidence and trust.
The key aspects of BIONIC system should include:
•
•
•
•
•

Holistic and unobtrusive Body Sensor Networks freely and loosely integrated in a large range
of sportswear, work wear, and PPE
Real-time intelligent sensor data fusion and analysis at the edge (AI on a chip).
High focus on user Data Management, Analysis, Presentation and Protection.
Kinematic and Biomechanical Models for Age Adapted Ergonomic Risk Assessment and
Workplace Analysis.
Gamified User Coaching and User Interaction.

1.4 BSN OVERVIEW
This section will provide an overview of the Body Sensor Network architecture to understand the
context of the network application software, its requirements and implementation options.
The full body sensor network consists of a locally distributed, serial wired network of smart sensor
nodes connected to a Sensor Hub, which acquire the sensor data from the nodes, pre-process and
fuse the sensor data in real-time and provide the data and results to an Application Hub. The system
built in a modular manner to allow scalable and heterogeneous BSN implementations.
The smart sensor node has two main functions to serve. It needs to provide the communication
interface in the BSN for the serial point-to-point communication and it must run the sensor
application of the node. The data from the sensor application will be synchronized across the
network and embed into a serial data protocol (SPINAL, BSN_SPI), which runs on each node in the
BSN. The protocol, organized in a layered architecture of physical layer, link layer, and protocol layer,
configure and control the network nodes and embed the sensor data in its data payload.

8

Figure 1: BSN architecture within a heterogeneous implementation
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2 REQUIREMENTS OF BSN NETWORK COMMUNICATION
The scope of the BIONIC BSN network communication is to acquire the sensor data in the network in
a single period of time, be able to feed this data to a real time application. The following table will
outline requirements on the network communication in a generic manner.

Requirements

Comments

Each smart sensor node with a minimum of 1 SPI
master port and 1 SPI slave port for
communication in the network

The selection of the SPI protocol as physical layer
was driven by the wide availability on MCUs
implementations. Alternative UART/USART and
USB could be used as physical layer(not in scope
of the project).

Nodes need to be connected to each other via a
full duplex SPI physical layer

The full duplex communication avoid wait times

The network communication supports up to 5
nodes in a line on each subnet with a target
frame rate of 100 Hz (10ms)

The goal is to be able to run BSN application with
> 15 nodes in the network

Master node must identify how many slave nodes
are present on each subnet

A method to auto configure the nodes in the BSN
also requires the discovery of all nodes in the
network

The last node in a string should identify its role

Last node need to identify that they do not have
the role to propagate communication to a
neighbor down stream

The synchronization between nodes should be
less than 1 ms

For a target frame rate of 100 Hz (10ms) the
synchronization target of ~ 1ms

The network communication should be fault
resistant – retry of commends should be
supported

The communication in the network should not
stall. In case of faults, the Master should have
capabilities to recover from the fault. In more
complex network protocols a two way handshake
with request and response methods are common
(AXI)

Table 2: Requirements of BSN Network Communication

Implementation Decision

Comments

Each node will use 4 SPI signals (MISO, MOSI,
SCLK, CS), and two side band signal DRDY and
SYNC

The side band signals should reduce the
complexity of the communication protocol.
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The SPI slave port will use DRDY signal to notify
upstream master node when it has data to
transmit

SPINAL only, not required for the BSN_SPI, could
be used in advanced application or for different
purposes

The synchronization between nodes will be
achieved using SYNC signal which will be received
on all nodes simultaneously

The SYNC signal propagated to each node at the
same time, is a proven method to bring network
nodes in sync

The addresses of the nodes must be assigned at
the application start, before any data packets are
sent

The communication from the Master to the
nodes must be aware of their individual
addresses. Especially important in a
heterogeneous BSN

The data in the transfer should be verified with a
CRC check

The Master should be aware whether the
provided data from the sensor nodes is valid. In
case of CRC errors the master need to invalidate
the data frame, or asked the node to re send the
data

Table 3: Implementation decision of BSN Network Communication
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3 SPINAL COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL
SPINAL is a packet based serial point-to-point communication protocol between locally distributed
smart sensor nodes. The protocol is based on SPI physical layer. All nodes are connected point to
point to each other and connected to a centralize Sensor Hub. The Sensor Hub is the system master
of SPINAL, which runs system application tasks:
•
•
•
•
•

Configure the nodes for an application
Start the auto address process in the network
Send broadcast messages and acquire sensor data from all nodes
Pre-process sensor data (filter, calibrate, extract features)
Runs Time synchronization of the smart sensor nodes

The packet exchange can be triggered by the SPI Master (of the neighbor node) or by the slave ready
signal. Each master and slave send and receive a packet. In case TX queue is empty an empty packet
is sent.

Figure 2: SPINAL layer architecture
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3.1 SPINAL PROTOCOL FEATURES OVERVIEW
The SPINAL protocol consists of following main features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Device role assignment: In the context of SPINAL, each node can be assigned to one of the
following roles: Supernet master, subnet master, ordinary node
Automatic node addressing: Each node in the SPINAL topology is automatically assigned an
unique address in a deterministic manner
Last node detection: Last ordinary node in the string can detected if there are no more nodes
downstream of it and can report this state to the Supernet master node
Time synchronization: Nodes in a SPINAL topology can be synchronized to a common time
base with use of a dedicated SYNC signal, common to all of them
Packet integrity checking: CRC computation is performed upon received packets to verify
their integrity.
Direct messaging or broadcasting: Each node can be directly addresses or broadcasting can
be used to send a packet to all nodes at once
Variable payload sizes: Depending of the use case, payload size of the SPINAL packet can be
set appropriately
OS and platform independency: SPINAL is built to be deployed on any target and to have the
ability to switch the underlying operating system.

3.2 SPINAL DEVICE ROLE DEPENDENT BEHAVIOR
In the context of SPINAL protocol, each SPINAL enabled node can be assigned to one of the following
roles:
•
•
•

Supernet master
Subnet master
Ordinary node

Supernet master is the center node of the system. There can be only one node of this type in the
system and it uses a predefined address of 0.0.1. The interfaces it uses to connect to other nodes are
called supernets. Supernet master is responsible for initiating Automatic Address Configuration
procedure by first addressing the supernets it uses and then instructs the neighboring nodes to
proceed with the addressing on their part. Supernet master must also handle the time
synchronization of the system by providing a dedicated hardware synchronization signal and must
evaluate the local times of all nodes to see if they are synchronized.
Subnet master is an optional node in the SPINAL system. Its role is to further branch the topology to
maximize the number of nodes present in the system. It should have a direct connection to the
Supernet master. Subnet master nodes have a distinct addressing convention in the form of S.0.1
where S is the value of the shared Supernet with the Supernet master. During automatic addressing
procedure, subnet master nodes are responsible for assigning values to the subnets that they are
using.
13

Ordinary nodes are meant to be placed at system edge. They have a characteristic of using exactly
two interfaces, a slave one for communicating upstream and a master one for communicating
downstream. With their slave interface they can be connected to any kind of node types.

Figure 3: SPINAL Node Nomenclature
Blue SSH (SUPERNET), Green SSN (SUBNET), Orange SSN Nodes (ORDINARY)

3.3 SPINAL LINK LAYER
The SPINAL Link layer will manage the physical link between nodes. That includes power rails, SPI bus
and synchronization signals. It must handle full-duplex SPI communication, setting and receiving data
ready signal and accept time synchronization signal. It must forward received SPI packets to upper
layer for processing and transmit outbound packets.
The physical signals of the SPINAL link layer for the communication between the SSN are defined as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MISO (SPI), Master in slave out
MOSI (SPI), Master out slave in
SCK (SPI), SPI clock
SSEL(SPI), SPI chip select (used as link layer framing signal)
DRDY, Data ready (downstream node signals data ready to upstream node)
SYNC, Time synchronization signal (1PPS)
VCC
GND
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Figure 4: SPINAL Link Layer

PIN

Name

SPI Master

SPI Slave

1

GND

2

MOSI

Output

Input

3

MISO

Input

Output

4

VCC

5

SCK

Clock Output

Clock Input

6

SSEL

Output

Input

7

DRDY (side band signal data ready)

Input

Output

8

SYNC (side band signal SYNC)

Input

Input

Table 4: SPINAL physical port definition
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3.4 SPINAL LINK LAYER FRAME
The SPINAL frame structure is outlined in the following figure. Each transport frame on the link layer
has a packet header, with source and destination address. The payload size, CRC header and the data
payload. The payload is structured into a protocol type, sub-type and message ID, followed by the
data payload with the sensor data.

Link layer frame (73)
Packet Header

Destination address (1)

Packet Payload

Source address (1)

SubNode
SubNode
Subnet subnet address Subnet subnet address
(2b)
(2b)
(4b)
(2b)
(2b)
(4b)

Payloa
d size Header
(1)
CRC (1) Payload (69)
Protocol Protocol
type
subtype
(4b)
(4b)

Protocol
Messag payload
e ID (1) (67)

Figure 5: SPINAL Link Layer Frame
Each packet consists of a packet header and payload. Destination and source address belonging to
the sending and receiving node are present in the packet header. Each of them is specified in terms
of Supernet, subnet and node address part. Also a part of packet header are the payload size field
which indicates the size of the payload, that the packets carries, in bytes and the result of CRC
computation of address and payload size fields. Every sent packet is associated with the type of
payload that it carries using the protocol type and subtype field in the payload section of the packet.
Message ID is intended to be used for matching request-response packets. Finally comes the payload
field of the packet, whose maximum allowable length can be set in the initial configuration,
depending of the use case to avoid the case of having excess unused bytes in the packet.
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3.5 SPINAL PACKET LAYER
Packet layer handles packet addressing and is capable of address based filtering. It acts also a router
by selecting the correct link layer interface based on packet direction. The CRC calculations on the
data is performed on the packet layer.

Figure 6: SPINAL Packet Layer Frame
Address space; from 0x00 to 0xFF.
Address byte is divided in subnet part (4 bits) and node address part (4 bits)
● 4 subnets, 4 sub-subnets and 16 valid node addresses
● When the packet layer receives a packet from higher layer that is to be sent to an address on a
different subnet than the one it is in, the packet is sent out the slave (upstream port).
● Special addresses:
○ 0xyF; Broadcast address; Parse the packet even if the Destination Address does not
match Node Address.
○ 0x00; Non valid address, used by nodes as self-address when the address is not
configured yet. (not valid address a.k.a. NULL address)
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3.6 SPINAL PROTOCOL LAYER
Protocol layer is the highest layer of the stack. Here is where packet payload is processed if the
inbound packet is addressed to the current node and it’s where outbound packet is constructed. It
must implement clock synchronization protocol based on reception of SYNC signal. It is also
responsible for executing Address AutoConfig protocol for assigning node addresses during
initialization phase of the protocol stack.

Figure 7: SPINAL Protocol Layer Frame

3.6.1 Protocol Types
Protocol type determines the content of the payload. The following Table 5 provides an overview of
the currently implemented types.

0x1y

Address Auto Config

●

0x20

Data

●
●
●
●

0x3y

Device configuration

0x4y

0x5y

●
●
Device command
●
●
●
●
●
●
Clock synchronization ●
protocol (next Sync
signal rising edge

0x10; Address Auto Config packet for downstream
node
0x11; Return packet from configured node
0x12; Address Auto Config set address to 0x00
0x13; Set node address to specified value
No subtypes, subtype is always zero
0x30 Sampling rate
0x3F Acknowledge
0x40 Return status
0x41 Status
0x42 Start/Stop data transmission
0x43 Return Info
0x44 Info
0x4F Acknowledge
Protocol packet is always forwarded to node’s
master port (Downstream)
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absolute second in
Unix epoch)

●
●
●

0x50 Time packet
0x51 Return local time at next SYNC rising edge
0x5F Acknowledge receipt of time packet

Table 5: SPINAL Protocol Types

3.6.2

Data protocol

0x20

●
3.6.3

Data timestamp (4)

Data protocol is without acknowledgment, fire and forget

Clock synchronization protocol

0x50

●
●

Unix Epoch of the next rising Sync signal edge (4)

The protocol packet is repeated and sent out the Master (Downstream) port
Destination address is always broadcast address.

0x5F

●
3.6.4

Data (64)

“ACK” (3)

An acknowledge packet is sent out the Slave port

Device commands

Return Status:
0x40

●
0x41

●

(0)

Command node to return status register
Time Sync Status (1), General Status (1), Error Status (1)

Command return packet, ACK 0x4F is sent after this packet

Time Sync Status (bits)

Description

0

Node in sync
19

1

Node syncing (Sync signal present)

2

Node not in sync

General Status (bits)

Description

0

Transmitting sensor data

1

Transmission completed

Error Status (bits)

Description

0

No error

1

Sensor communication error

2

Sync signal error (not receiving sync signal)

Return Info:
0x43

●
0x44

●

(0)

Command node to return status register
Node Info (attached sensors, ...) (?)

Command return packet, ACK 0x4F is sent after this packet

Start/Stop data transmission:
0x42

●

Start/stop data transmission(1)

Command node to start or stop sensor data transmission, ACK is sent upon receipt of packet

Start/stop data transmission

Description

0

Stop data transmission

1

Start data transmission
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0x4F

“ACK” (3)

●

Acknowledge packet

The following protocol commands run on the Sensor Hub to retrieve information on the smart sensor
node status:
SPINAL_S_CMD_GET_STATUS

Ask for node status

SPINAL_S_CMD_STATUS

Status of node

SPINAL_S_CMD_GET_INFO

• Board type e.g. smart_sensor_node
• Software version
• Errors
• Uptime
Ask for node sensors info

SPINAL_S_CMD_INFO

Info of node sensors with their sensor id’s
•
•
•
•

3.6.5

Count of sensors
Sensor id
Sensor type
Sensor is configurable

Device configuration

Sampling rate
0x30

●
0x3F

Sampling rate (4)

Set the nodes sensor data sampling rate
“ACK” (3)

SPINAL_S_DEV_SET_CONFIG

Set configuration of a node sensor depending
on kind of sensor.
21

• Parameter sensor id
If Sensor id = IMU - ICM20602
• Data clock for both the accelerometer
and gyroscope
• Config accelerometer
• Enable
• Digital low pass filter
• G-force range
• Config gyroscope
• Enable
• Digital low pass filter
• Degrees per second range
If Sensor id = Magnetometer - MMC3416
• Enable
• Output resolution
• 12 bits 1.20 mS
• 14 bits 2.16 mS
• 16 bits 4.08 mS
• 16 bits 7.92 mS

SPINAL_S_DEV_GET_CONFIG

If Sensor id = ADC
• Enable
• Measurement period (mS
Ask for node sensor configuration. Information
of available node sensors and their id’s have to
be asked first with
SPINAL_S_CMD_GET_INFO command.
•

SPINAL_S_DEV_CONFIG

Parameter sensor id

Node sensor configuration in same format as
SPINAL_S_DEV_SET_CONFIG command Sensor
is configurable
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3.7 SPINAL SYNCHRONIZATION
The synchronization in the BSN is initiated by the Supernet Master. The sync request could be either
initiated periodically such as every 1s, 1min. Alternative a process to monitor the synchronization
and an initiation of synchronization requests are feasible. A tradeoff between quality of
synchronization and network bandwidth needs to happen on the application.

1. Supernet master sends time synchronization packet to all nodes.

Figure 8: SPINAL Synchronisation request

2. Supernet master triggers synchronization signal. All nodes receive the signal at the same
time. Each node makes a local timestamp of that synchronization event.

Figure 9: SPINAL Sync Signal propagation
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3. Each node send it timestamp packet to Supernet master. After the Supernet master received
all timestamp packets, it can check if the maximum difference is less than 1ms. If re-sync. is
required, the Supernet master repeat the steps for N times or report an error.

Figure 10: SPINAL Node response with timestamp
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3.8 ADDRESSING MODE IN THE SPINAL NETWORK

Figure 11: SPINAL Addressing Mode

Blue SSH (SUPERNET), Green SSN (SUBNET), Orange SSN Nodes (ORDINARY)
Address of any SPINAL enabled node consist of three parts:
• Supernet address
• Subnet address
• Node address
Logical representation of a SPINAL address would be in a form of S.s.n, where S = Supernet, s =
subnet and n = node. Supernet and subnet fields are allocated 2 bits each in the packet, giving
possible values for Supernet and subnet values from 0 to 3. Node part of the address has 4 bits
allocated to it, resulting in possible values from 0 to 15. Reserved address for broadcasting packets is
0xFF, which translates to 3.3.15 in an alternate form. The latter means that one of the possible values
for every address file must be excluded. Before the automatic address configuration procedure has
taken place, nodes are initialized with a default address. Ordinary nodes and subnet master nodes
are initialized with an address of 0.0.0. Supernet master has the characteristic of being the only of its
kind in the system and is therefore initialized with a reserved address of 0.0.1. During the automatic
address configuration procedure, which is initiated by the Supernet master, it first assigns Supernet
address fields to the interfaces it is using. To ensure that every node gets a unique address, value 0 is
skipped for Supernet address field. Value 3 also must not be used since it is reserved for the
25

broadcast address. The same limitations also apply to the subnet address field. After the automatic
address configuration has been fully executed, Supernet master node needs to have an address of
0.0.1, subnet master nodes need to have an address in the form of S.0.1, where S is the Supernet
address value assigned to the interconnecting interface between the Supernet master node and the
subnet master node in question, by the Supernet master. Ordinary nodes need to have their
addresses assigned in the form of S.s.n, S or Supernet value being assigned by Supernet master and s
or subnet value being assigned by its upstream subnet master node and, to ensure unique
addressing, n or node value must be different from 0 and 15. In summary, valid ranges of values for
every address field after automatic address configuration are the following:
•
•
•

Supernet address: 1-3 (0 reserved for Supernet master node)
Subnet address: 1-2 (0 reserved for subnet master nodes)
Node address: 1-14 (0 is considered as an invalid address)

3.8.1 Deterministic automatic addressing
SPINAL supports automatic address configuration of SPINAL enabled nodes in a deterministic fashion.
Automatic addressing procedure begins at Supernet master node. It first assigns Supernet address
values to the interfaces that it is using. Addressing starts with the value 1 and it is incremented by
one for the next one. After the Supernet master node has addressed its Supernet, it informs the
directly connected nodes downstream with the value which was assigned to the shared interconnect.
Addressing of subnets begins with the value 1 and is later incremented. To ensure that every node is
assigned a unique address. If the directly connected node to the Supernet master is an ordinary
node, it has no subnets to address, so for its own address (and for the nodes downstream) it simply
defaults it’s the subnet address field to 1. That is to ensure that it is not mistaken for a subnet
master, which has its own subnet address set to 0. At this point only the ordinary nodes are left to
have their addresses assigned. First ordinary node in the string receives a command to set its
Supernet and subnet to the values already defined by upstream nodes. First ordinary node in the
string gets a node address values of 1. Every next ordinary node has its node address values greater
by one.

3.8.2 Last node detection
Every node starts a network detection at the startup. After the detection, the node knows if they are
the last node in the string of nodes. If the automatic addressing procedure completes to the last
ordinary node, it reports its last node state to the Supernet master which can use this information for
determining the whole network infrastructure.
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3.9 SPINAL APIS
The SPINAL APIs provide a set of functions and procedures allowing the creation of applications that
access the features or data of the SPINAL software implementation. Please review the SPINAL
software implementation in GitLab for more details.

Link layer
API

Requirements

SPINAL_link_master_init
(portable)
SPINAL_link_slave_init
(portable)
SPINAL_link_set_DRDY

●
●
●

Init SPI
Init SPI buffers
Init DRDY output

●
●
●

Init SPI
Init SPI buffers
Init DRDY event

●

Generate a pulse on DRDY pin

(portable)
SPINAL_link_SPI_transive
(portable)

Packet layer
API

Requirements

SPINAL_packet_calculate_CRC

Calculate CRC on payload

SPINAL_packet_route

●

Forward packet to the correct buffer
○ If non valid address, drop
○ If destination subnet is different,
forward to link layer slave
○ Check source address
○ If source is the current node, the
packet can only go to link layer
■ If the destination address is
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○
○

greater than own address,
forward to link layer master
■ If the destination address is
less than own address,
forward to link layer slave
If address match, forward to protocol
layer
If broadcast, forward to packet layer
and link layer master

Protocol layer
API

Requirements

SPINAL_protocol_AAC_start

See SPINAL Addressing Mode

(Address Auto Config)
SPINAL_protocol_AAC_set_address

Put address to be set in the packet payload

SPINAL_protocol_AAC_i_am_last_node

Sent by ordinary node to main master on last
node in the string discovery
●

Master can use these packets to build
network topology

SPINAL_protocol_synchronize_time

Broadcast packet with the time at next rising
edge of SYNC signal

SPINAL_protocol_is_synchronized

Broadcast instruction for all nodes to timestamp
their clocks at the next rising edge of SYNC signal
and return the captured value to master

SPINAL_protocol_network_discovery

Broadcast instruction that only the nodes with
last node flag respond with their address in the
payload. Based on received addresses, network
table can be built
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SPINAL Stack
API
SPINAL_stack_init
(portable)
SPINAL_stack_enqueue

Requirements
●
●

Create all buffers
Register SYNC as event

Put data into queue

(portable)
SPINAL_stack_dequeue

Pull data from queue, if available

(portable)

Note: Every used mechanism that needs to be portable, will be implemented inside weak functions
where OS specific elements can be used. These functions need to be general enough so that they can
be easily implemented regardless of OS used. Each function will be come with a description of
required inputs and desired output. When porting the SPINAL protocol to a different OS, only these
functions should be modified.
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4 BSN_SPI NETWORK COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL
The BSN_SPI is a synchronous communication protocol based on the full-duplex SPI communication.
It consists on a time division multiplexing method, assigning a given time window for communication
to each node in the network. Since it is SPI based protocol, it has a deterministic transmission delay.
Within the network elements, there is the hub as SPI master of the entire network, which leads the
synchronization. The smallest element is the node that transmits messages without modifying them
and adds its own packet when required. Finally, as an intermediate element, there is the bridge
node, which has the same functions as a node but it also behaves as a starting point for other
subnetworks, and it’s responsible for the distributing the messages to all the elements inside.
Communication between nodes is at all levels a point-to-point transmission, where each node
forwards in master direction all data received from adjacent node.
The synchronization in this method is achieved using the Chip Select signal to implement internal
node actions and to start packet transmission in both directions, downstream (to the last node
element) and upstream (hub master direction). Alternatively, external signals included in the physical
connector can be used for synchronization purposes, but their presence is not mandatory.
Since this protocol is completely deterministic and wired, using electrical signals to control the inner
node actions, no shared time is required between nodes.

4.1 LINK LAYER
This layer will manage the physical link between nodes. It includes power rails, Master and slave SPI
bus and optionally two additional synchronization signals. It must handle full-duplex SPI
communication at 8Mbps, supporting a frame size of maximum 255 bytes. It should upstream to
master-hub all packets received via SPI Master Port using the SPI slave port. At the same transfer
time, it should downstream to adjacent node all packets received via SPI slave using SPI Master port,
a general idea of the link layer can be observed in Figure 12

Figure 12: BSN System Overview
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Packets received from SPI Slave port should be forwarded to upper layer to analyze incoming
message but no packet filtering is done at this layer.
No packet filtering is done in this layer, instead, all packets received from SPI Slave port should be
forwarded to upper layer to analyze incoming message.

4.1.1 BSN_SPI Link Layer physical signals
The following table provide the information on the mapping of the physical signal to the link layer.

1- VCC
2- GND

3- SPI Slave Signals:

4- SPI Master Signals:

3.1 MISO (SPI), Master in slave out

4.1 MISO (SPI), Master in slave out

3.2 MOSI (SPI), Master out slave in

4.2 MOSI (SPI), Master out slave in

3.3 SCK (SPI), SPI clock

4.3 SCK (SPI), SPI clock

3.4 CS(SPI), SPI chip select

4.4 CS(SPI), SPI chip select

5- Sync (Optional): shared between all elements in network
6- DRDY: Data ready (Optional)

Table 6: BSN_SPI Physical Layer

4.1.2 BSN_SPI Synchronization
When handling a network of sensor nodes, a delay between several node measurements can induce
an error in the data interpretation. It is highly important that all nodes collect their data at the same
time to obtain good analysis results. Therefore, when a start measure command is transmitted, the
communication protocol should achieve a good synchronization between all nodes in network, to
make sure that the local measurements are taken at the same time.
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4.1.2.1 BSN_SPI Chip Select Based Synchronization
1 Cycle delay: data is taken at time t and it’s transmitted in t+1 to the hub master
In this case, the falling edge of the CS signal start sensor data collection. As it can be seen in Figure
13, with the CS falling edge, the nodes start reading the data from their sensors and at the same time
and do the transmission to the SPI communication. The recently collected measurements will be
transmitted to master in the next SPI transmission.

Figure 13: BSN_SPI 0 cycle transfer
0 Cycle delay: data is taken at time t and transmitted to the hub master before the next period
starts:
In this case the start measurement command is received in nodes, and the falling edge of the
chip select signal is used to start sensor data collection, as it can be seen in Figure 14. The
recently collected measurements will be sent to master in the next read command transmission.

Figure 14: BSN_SPI 1 cycle transfer
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4.1.2.2 Sync line based Synchronization
This method uses the additional SYNC line to start measurements on the nodes, then it starts the SPI
transmission so that hub master obtains all data from nodes. It basically decouples the data collection
from the communication protocol transmission. A graphical reference from this approach can be seen
in Figure 15.Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.

Figure 15: BSN_SPI SYNC line

4.2 NETWORK LAYER
This layer determines the network distribution and the node location with respect to the hub-master
and other nodes. On this layer, a de-multiplexer separates the package based on their position in the
buffer, obtaining the individual messages and calculates CRC to verify the package received.
In principle, all nodes listen to their slave SPI port and forward it to its master SPI port, therefore all
nodes can obtain the full message transmitted from the hub master, and in case that the master
transmits an individual message, they can pay attention only to the slot time assigned to their position.
In the reply to hub master, each node can transmit individually upstream 25 bytes of its local data.
The hub master can transmit as a burst up to 255 bytes, and once it knows all elements in the network,
it can send individual node messages based on their position on the string, corresponding to the 10
time slot observed in Figure 16
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Figure 16: BSN_SPI package from Hub Master
The header bytes allow to have 2 types of message addressing from hub master to nodes:

–

Null address: when all elements in the address are zeros, it is considered to be a short
individual message and all nodes should pay attention to their specific time slot.

–

Non zero address: in this case, it is expected that the header contains the address to whom
the long individual message is transmitted. As for every transmission, all nodes will forward
downstream the message to the next adjacent node, but only the node with the matching
address will pay attention to it.

In order to transmit a broadcast message, the hub master should transmit a null header, putting the
same packet on each slot of time for all nodes in the message.

In general, two types of messages are allowed from hub master to nodes: short and long individual
messages. A more detailed information on the header section is observed in Figure 17.

Figure 17 BSN_SPI Header Packet

–

1-Byte Version: used to identify the protocol version, allowing the possibility to implement
potential enhancements and still be compatible with previous versions, making the system
more flexible.

–

4-Bytes Address: it corresponds to the node identifier within the network, to whom the
individual message is transmitted to. In the case that no node corresponds to this address, the
message will be ignored. This value should be zero if short individual packets are transmitted.
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4.2.1 Addressing nodes in the network
The address assignment is done via a discovery phase carried out in the initial state of the system start
up and it can be repeated anytime the master needs to check again all elements in the network.
Initially, the hub master sends a discovery empty message to all nodes, each of them reply with its
unique identifier, then the hub master evaluates all messages received and assign to all nodes a unique
address based on the reply packet order.
As a final step, the hub master transmits a discovery command followed by nodes identifier and
respective address. Each node will search in the full packet for his unique id and based on his id
location, it will know his address and therefore the index in the network. More details on the discovery
phase will be described in the next section.
The addressing method allows to have several nets connected to a hub master, from these nets, up to
8 subnets are supported with a maximum of 32 nodes per net. The 4 bytes address allows to identify
to which subnet the node belongs. The structure of the address looks like this :
The 3 most significant bit of the address bytes is used to identify the
net or sub net and the 5 least significant bits are used to identify the
index inside the net or subnet. Then, ‘ 𝑎2 𝑎1 𝑎0 ’ as a binary value
corresponds to the net address and ‘𝑏4 𝑏3 𝑏2 𝑏1 𝑏0 ’ to the node index inside the subnet, respectively.
An example of a full address and the bit assignment can be observed in Figure 18.

Figure 18 BSN_SPI address bytes
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The addressing structure allows a good degree of flexibility to design the network desired. Figure 19
shows a network example with the corresponding address. The boxes with the ´bridge´ title represent
a starting point for other subnets.

Figure 19 BSN_SPI Network Addressing Example

4.2.2 Discovery of nodes in the network
The discovery state is when the hub master identifies the number of nodes connected in the network
and in which order. It allows to determine how many subnets are present and it assigns a proper
address to each element. It’s normally applied in the system start up but it can be repeated if required.
The first step is performed by the hub master transmitting a null payload discovery request command,
then each of the nodes receives it and answers with a discovery reply, filling the payload with its local
address and the unique identifier. When the node does not have any address assigned, it will be zero
until master assigs a different one. This process can be seen in Figure 20Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte
nicht gefunden werden.Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.
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Figure 20: BSN_SPI Hub master discovery process
In the case of a bridge node, where a subnet starts, a sequence of 0xFF bytes are transmitted back as
a discovery reply instead its unique address. At that moment, the bridge node start sending on his
internal subnet a discovery request.
Once that its internal discovery is done, it uses the address assigned to it by the hub master to update
the address of all the nodes inside its subnet. Once the internal discovery with proper address

Figure 21 BSN_SPI Bridge node discovery process
assignment is finished, it prepares the message with all the unique identifiers and replies
properly next time to the hub master when the next discovery request is received. The bridge
discovery process can be seen in Figure 21
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When the hub master receives the invalid 0xFF as id, it knows that a bridge element is present in the
network and send again the discovery command until it receives all valid unique identifiers. With the
full information, the hub master can assign a proper address to each node. As a final step, the master
transmits back to the network a discovery command organized, placing on each time slot the
corresponding node data, including the new address followed by the unique id.
Once the node receives the packets, it looks in the whole master message for his identifier and saves
the assigned address, as well as the index where it found it, which will be used to know his permanent
location in the network and the corresponding time slot. A graphical representation of the discovery
process for the node can be seen in Figure 22.

Figure 22 BSN_SPI Node discovery
process
The hub master can implement a discovery command anytime required and verify the address saves
in nodes and bridges, if it founds any difference, it reassigns it. This method allows to discard
disconnected or not functional nodes.
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4.2.3 Message length of packets in the network
The length of the node to master packets is 25 bytes, while the hub master to node message´s length
will depend if it’s a short or long individual message, and it will be specified on the header bytes.
However, the general structure for both cases is similar.

Figure 23: General Structure of the BSN_SPI packet
Figure 23 shows the general structure of the full SPI packets, for both short and long individual
messages as case A and B, respectively. Furthermore, both types of messages had internally the same
structure, first there is a length byte used to support multiple message transmissions. If the length
value is larger than the maximum payload size specified to each case, it is interpreted as a sequence
transmission and more packets are expected as part of the same message.
Following there is one command byte, beginning with the bit 7 as an indicator of a request or reply
message. The next 7 bits are used to represent the control command, more details on their meaning
will be specified in the next section
The last element of the package is 2 bytes with calculated CRC for package verification.
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5 APPLICATION HUB TO BSN COMMUNICATION
The Application Hub is connected to the BSN Master (SSH) and control and request the data from the
SSH. The communication is established on USB CDC (communication device class) using the subclass Abstract Control Model (ACM). The CDC (ACM) class in the USB Component is used
for data communication similar as the serial COM or UART communication method.

To control the BSN following commands needs to be supported by the BSN Master. The command list
and responses might be not complete and a matter of change once the Application on the AI Chip
has been more mature.

5.1 SYNCHRONOUS COMMANDS
For all commands the SSH should reply with the current state or the response on the data that was
requested.

5.1.1 state command
The Application Hub request the state the SSH is currently in and is able to set a new state. Currently
3 states are decoded. Default state is IDLE.
requests:
state set {state-string}
state get

response:
state {state-string}
{state-string}:
idle => power save mode
detect => sn starts detecting
running => sends synchronized sensor data

5.1.2 option command
options are send with
request:
option {typeofoption} get||set {optionvalue[s]}
response:
option {typeofoption} {optionvalue[s]}
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5.1.3 sampling-rate
The Application Hub is able to configure the IMU sampling rate with given values in Hz. It can also
request the current sampling rate the SSH is running. Assumption here is that all sensors run the
same sampling rate, which is common for an IMU application.
request:
'option sr set {DDD}' -> DDD can be: 50 60 80 100 200
'option sr get'
respone:
'option sr {DDD}'

5.1.4 eeprom command
The eeprom command has the scope to read and write IMU calibration information to the specific
nodes. It could be also used to read and write sensor configuration to each individual node.
requests:
'eeprom get {SensorID}' -> read eeprom data
'eeprom set {SensorID}' -> write eeprom data
response:
'eeprom {SensorID} {2byte-length}{xbytes-binarybuffer}'

5.2 ASYNCHRONOUS RESPONSES
The following describe the responses of the SSH on the request of the state ‘detect’ and the ‘running’

5.2.1

Detect response from the SSH

'detect {SensorID},{SensorID},{SensorID}...
{Sensor ID / Node ID}
Possible Sensor IDs are implemented in the BIONIC BSN:
- MIMU
- HEARTRATE
- ENVIRONMENTAL
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- RESPIRATION
- PRESSUREINSOLE

5.2.2

Sensordata stream from SSH

In state ‘running’ the SSH collect all data in the BSN and stream the data to the App Hub.
The definition of the ‘sensor data array’ as a concatenated string of binary data is outlined below.

x{timestamp}{sensordatarray}

data in {sensordatarray} is binary data of concatenated sensordata,
prefixed with their type and SensorId
{MIMU-TYPE}{SensorId}{20bytes RAW MIMU Data}{HEARTRATE}{SensorId}{2bytes
Heartrate Data}....
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6 VALIDATION OF THE NETWORK APPLICATION LAYER
The following chapter documents the validation results of the current implementation of the SPINAL
and BSN_SPI network application. The validation happens on a BSN (sub) system. The SPINAL
validation on the BIONIC BSN hardware and the BSN_SPI on the DFKI BSN hardware.
The BSN sub system consist of a SSH (Master) and multiple SSN (Nodes). The validation should
briefly outline the achieved performance of the implemented network application layer software.

6.1 SPINAL VALIDATION

Figure 24: BSN SPINAL Test System

The SPINAL Test System consists of a SSH node as Supernet Master connected to the first SSN node
subnet master. The two SSN nodes are connected to the subnet master node.
All nodes except the Supernet Master SSH have the same firmware and automatically recognize their
network role. The firmware was flashed via serial wire debug (SWD).
All SSN nodes transmits their sensor data IMU, Magnetometer and ADC, with a rate of 100Hz.
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The following console output is provided when the SSH boot the Zephyr system with the SIPNAL
stack.

***** Booting Zephyr OS 1.14.1 *****
Board haptic_sensor_node
Core Clock 150 MHz
Init USB-CDC Ok
Allocated 100 Data Pool Packets
Init SPINAL SPI Devices Ok
Init SPINAL SYNC Device Ok
Slave SPI_5 Is Open
Master SPI_3 Is Connected
SPINAL Network Running
SPINAL Type: SUPER NET
Init SPINAL Stack Ok

The following list of data is received by the SSH when the data acquisition starts. The data could be
streamed over USB to the Application Hub. The data could also be saved on the external flash
memory on the SSH and could be accessed from App Hub at a later time. Read from flash memory
content is supported over USB currently by a python script (usb_logger.py), but should be integrated
on the App Hub on a command level for the SSH Supernet master.
Node Address|Timestamp|ACCEL-X|ACCEL-Y|ACCEL-Z|GYRO-X|GYRO-Y|GYRO-Z|MAG-X|MAG-Y|MAG-Z|ADC
1.0.1|00000087|

0.01| -0.02|

1.2.1|00000089| -0.01|

0.00|

0.12|

1.04| -0.79| -0.61| -21.00|

0.12| -2.50| -0.37|

0.00|

5.42|

0.06| -0.37|

-5.66|

-1.37|4095|

17.19| -50.10|4095|

1.1.1|00000093| -0.00| -0.00|

0.12|

1.46|

32.67|

26.90|

-6.45|4095|

1.0.1|00000097|

0.12|

1.04| -0.85| -0.61| -20.70|

-5.71|

-2.05|4095|

0.01| -0.02|

1.2.1|00000099| -0.01|

0.00|

0.12| -2.50| -0.37| -0.06|

1.1.2|00000098|

0.01|

0.12|

0.30|

1.1.1|00000103| -0.00| -0.00|

0.12|

1.46| -0.06| -0.37|

32.81|

26.61|

-6.10|4095|

1.0.1|00000107|

0.12|

1.04| -0.85| -0.61| -20.95|

-5.76|

-2.39|4095|

0.00|

0.01| -0.02|

5.52|

17.24| -50.29|4095|

0.00| -0.37| -12.60| -36.52| -77.93|4095|

1.2.1|00000109| -0.01|

0.00|

0.12| -2.56| -0.37|

1.1.2|00000108|

0.01|

0.12|

0.43|

1.1.1|00000113| -0.00| -0.00|

0.12|

1.46| -0.06| -0.37|

32.52|

26.66|

-6.30|4095|

1.0.1|00000117|

0.12|

1.04| -0.85| -0.61| -20.90|

-5.86|

-2.15|4095|

0.00|

0.01| -0.02|

1.2.1|00000119| -0.01|

0.00|

0.00|

5.37|

17.14| -50.59|4095|

0.06| -0.37| -12.55| -36.57| -77.64|4095|

0.12| -2.50| -0.43| -0.06|

5.57|

17.09| -50.10|4095|
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6.2 BSN_SPI VALIDATION
The BSN structure used to validate the BSN_SPI network consisted on 1 SSH hub master, 13 nodes
(SSN) and one bridge node. The network arrangement can be observed in Figure 24, it was organized
to cover a full body sensor network, as a good performance test, containing 3 nets and 2 subnets.

Figure 25 BSN_SPI: Validation network
Each element in the network was programmed via Serial Wire Debug (SWD) protocol to handle
internal sensors and the BSN SPI protocol. The SSH Hub master was configured to implement a
discovery phase on start-up, followed by a measure command to start synchronized internal sensors
data collection and transmission over the network.
Multiple tests were performed over 9 hours, requesting sensor data at 100Hz. Results showed a good
network performance, keeping in all transmissions the data integrity with a valid CRC check. The
delay between samples was kept properly, maintaining the synchronization in the network.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
This deliverable has presented the network communication and synchronization between the BSN
components. The documentation outlined two software implementations of a network
communication with the link layer and protocol layer implementation.
The SPINAL protocol is a packet-based protocol implemented in Zephyr RTOS, organized within
threads and OS scheduler. It is well suited for the BSN and has preference for heterogeneous sensor
networks, with different sensor types and sensor data sizes.
The BSN_SPI protocol implementation is built upon a time division multiplexing method with
deterministic transmission delays. It is well suited for the BIONIC BSN, which mainly consists of
homogenous IMU sensor nodes. The BSN_SPI can be optimized to the specific timing requirements of
the IMU application.
One benefit of the SPINAL stack is that it can be used by application software developer, without a
detailed knowledge on the hardware implementation of the BSN with its smart sensor nodes. That
comes with an additional overhead on the SPINAL stack implementation.
The hardware implementation of the BIONIC BSN is capable to support both software
implementation of a network communication protocol. Further work is planned to bring the SPINAL
communication to different BSN application domains.
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